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International Literary Translation and 
Creative Writing Summer School
24 – 30 July 2016 
British Centre for Literary Translation, University of East Anglia, 
Norwich, UK in partnership with Writers’ Centre Norwich

We are delighted to announce that applications are now open for the Summer 
School 2016. Run by the British Centre for Literary Translation in partnership 
with Writers’ Centre Norwich, the Summer School will bring together writers 
and translators for an intensive, one-week, residential programme of hands-on 
translation and creative writing practice. The programme will include creative 
writing sessions designed for literary translators as well as lectures and readings.

Workshops available are:
•   Multilingual Prose workshop, for translators translating  

from any other language into English
•   Multilingual Poetry workshop, for translators translating  

from any other language into English
•  German to English workshop
•  Korean to English workshop
•  Russian to English workshop
•  Swedish to English workshop

Closing date for applications is 15 May 2016.

Further information from www.bclt.org.uk/summer-school/ 

School of Literature, Drama and Creative Writing, University of East Anglia, 
Norwich Research Park, Norwich, NR4 7TJ

Email bclt@uea.ac.uk 

Follow us           www.facebook.com/bcltuea             twitter.com/bcltuea

Supported by:

Award-winning writer and
performer A L Kennedy explores
translating human experience
across the inevitable boundaries
between individuals and
considers the forces in play
which make that more and 
less possible.  

A L Kennedy was born in Dundee in 1965. 
She is the author of 15 books, 6 novels, 6 short
story collections and 3 works of non-fiction. 
Her latest book All the Rage – a collection of
short stories – was published by Jonathan
Cape in spring 2014. She is also a dramatist of
the stage, radio, TV and film. She writes for a
number of UK and overseas publications and
has a blog with The Guardian Online.

The Sebald Lecture is given annually on an aspect of literature in translation and is
named after W G Sebald who set up BCLT in 1989. ‘Max’ was a German writer who
opted to live in the UK and continue writing in German. His novels and essays include
The Rings of Saturn, Austerlitz and
On the Natural History of Destruction
and established him as a leading 
writer of the 20th century.

Tickets £10 (£8 over 60s, £7 con)

On sale from the British Library Box Office

www.bl.uk/events

www.bclt.org.uk
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a fantastic opportunity to translate collaboratively 
with other translators and writers and the guidance 
we received was tireless

a wonderful week, a week of people and stories 
and so many ways of writing them

an absolutely wonderful experience

It was a small group which gave us time to really go 
into details. The other participants were very helpful 
and it was great working together.
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